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Abstract—JavaScript is a programming language for client
side interactivity in web applications. However, it is a sequential
programming language, and cannot take advantage of multi-
core processors. We propose to use Thread-Level Speculation
for JavaScript function calls to take advantage of multicore
processors. We have implemented Thread-Level Speculation
in the Squirrelfish JavaScript engine, which is part of the
WebKit browser environment. Our results show that we are
able to speed up the execution time by a factor of up to
8.4 times compared to the sequential version for15 popular
web applications on an 8-core computer, without making any
modifications to the JavaScript source code.

I. I NTRODUCTION

JavaScript [1] is a dynamically typed, object-based script-
ing language where the JavaScript code is compiled to
bytecode instructions at runtime which in turn are interpreted
in a JavaScript engine [2], [3], [4]. One of the most common
uses for JavaScript is to add interactivity to the client
side part of web applications. Modern web applications are
complex networks of code running on multiple servers and
in the client-side web browser. Our intention with this work
is to speed up the client-side execution.

Several JavaScript optimization techniques and bench-
marks have been suggested, but these benchmarks have been
reported as unrepresentative for JavaScript execution inweb
applications[5], [6], [7]. One result of this, is that the pop-
ular optimization technique just-in-time compilation (JIT)
where the JavaScript code first is compiled then executed
as native code decreases the execution time for JavaScript
benchmarks, while itoftenincreases the JavaScript execution
time in popularweb applications[8].

JavaScript is a sequential programming language and
cannot take advantage of multicore processors. Fortuna et
al. [9] showed that there exists significant potential paral-
lelism in manyweb applicationswith a speedup of up to45
times compared tothe sequential execution. However, they
have not implemented support for parallel execution in any
JavaScript engine. Web Workers [10] allows parallel execu-
tion of tasks inweb applications, but it is the programmer’s
responsibility to extract and express the parallelism.

To hide the details of the underlying hardware, one
approach is to dynamically extract parallelism from a se-

quential program using Thread-Level Speculation (TLS),
see sidebars “Thread-Level Speculation Principles” and
“Software-Based Thread-Level Speculation”. The perfor-
mance potential of TLS has been shown for applications
with static loops, statically typed languages, in Java byte-
code environments, and recentlythere have beensome
initial attempts for JavaScript. For example, Martinsen and
Grahn [11] proposed to use TLS in the Rhino JavaScript
engine.

In this paper, we present an implementation of TLS in
the Squirrelfish [3] JavaScript engine used in the WebKit
browser environment. Our approach relies on method-level
speculation, including return value prediction. We evaluate
the implementation using15 popularweb applications. The
execution and behaviour of aweb applicationis dependent
not only on the JavaScriptengine itself, but also on the
interaction between JavaScript and the web browser such
as manipulation of the Document Object Model (DOM)
tree. However, in this paper we deliberately focus on the
JavaScript aspect.

In this work we observe and confirm that web application
execution has may opportunities for speculative execution:

1) The event driven nature leads to many indepen-
dent function calls that are candidates for successful
Thread-Level Speculation.

2) The support and pervasive use of anonymous func-
tions, dynamically generated un-named functions, in
JavaScript programming are also good candidates for
TLS.

3) Like other scripting based languages, JavaScript sup-
ports dynamic execution through primitives such as
’eval’, where a string is evaluated at runtime as code.
Use of this technique in web applications results in
further useful TLS opportunities.

The large number of functions calls, due to events or the
use of anonymous functions and ’eval’ usage, can lead
to a large number of TLS opportunities. However, it also
means that the potential memory overheads for managing
and tracking them can be significant. This is similar to
why JIT based approaches can suffer excessive memory
and runtime penalties for web applications execution. The



large use of event-generated dynamic functions induce many
invocations of the JIT compiler and result in many JITed
code fragments that must be stored, managed and eventually
evicted when unfortunately they are not re-executed enough
to justify the overheads.

II. JAVA SCRIPT AND WEB APPLICATIONS

JavaScript [1] is a dynamically typed, object-based script-
ing language with run-time evaluation often used to add
interactivity inweb applications. JavaScriptexecution is first
compiled to bytecode instructions, which then are executed
in a JavaScript engine. JavaScript has a syntax similar to
C and Java, while it offers functionalities found in dynamic
programming languages, such as anonymous and evaluate
functions.

JavaScript engines such as Google’s V8 engine [2], We-
bKit’s Squirrelfish [3], and Mozilla’s SpiderMonkey and
TraceMonkey [4] have high single-threaded performance for
a set of benchmarks. However, such performance results can
be misleading [5], [6], [7] forweb applications, and opti-
mizing towards the characteristics of these benchmarks may
increase the execution time for real-lifeweb applications[8].

Web applicationsare commonly web pages with inter-
active functionality executed in a JavaScript engine.Web
applicationfunctionality is typically defined as events. These
events are defined as JavaScript functions that are executed
when certain things occur in theweb application, e.g., on
mouse clicks, when a web page is loaded for the first time,
or tasks that are executed between time intervals. In contrast
to JavaScript alone,web applicationsmight manipulate
parts of theweb applicationthat are not directly accessible
from a JavaScript engine alone. The functionality is simply
executed in a JavaScript engine, but the program flow is part
of the web application.

Previous studies have shown that the execution behavior
of JavaScript in web applications differs substantially from
the execution behavior of most JavaScript benchmarks. Web
applications use dynamic programming language features
extensively [5], [6], [7], where various parts of the program
are defined at runtime (througheval functions), and types
and extensions of objects are redefined during runtime (for
instance through anonymous functions). This has, in terms of
execution time, two major consequences: First, just-in-time
compilation often fails to decrease the execution time. This
is caused by the lack of large loop like structures in the web
applications and a significant overhead in compiling small
JavaScript code sequences to native code. Second, interactive
structures are often defined in the web application as events.
These events are executed as functions. Therefore, there will
be a large number of function calls, which is a suitable
workload for TLS.

III. T HREAD-LEVEL SPECULATION IMPLEMENTATION

FOR JAVA SCRIPT

A. Speculation mechanism

From a high-level view the JavaScript execution in Squir-
relfish can be divided into two stages, first the JavaScript
code is compiled into bytecodeinstructions, then the byte-
code instructions are executedin the JavaScript engine.
We extract two things: The compiled bytecodeinstructions
which are to be executed, and the execution trace of a
sequential execution of the bytecodeinstructions. We use
the sequentialexecution trace to validate the correctness
of the speculative execution in our experiments off-line.
The bytecodeinstructionexecution trace contains the order
in which the bytecodeinstructions were executed and the
values associated with the computation of the bytecode
instructions. We have made modifications to the Squirrelfish
interpreter so an instance of it is executed as a thread.

The compiled bytecodeinstructions from the web ap-
plication is sent to our modified Squirrelfish interpreter.
We initialize a counterrealtime to 0. For each executed
bytecodeinstruction, the value ofrealtime is increased by
1. We give the interpreter a uniqueid (p realtime) (initially
this will be p 0).

During execution we might encounter the bytecodein-
struction that indicates the start of a function call. We extract
the realtime value and the id of the thread that makes this
call, e.g.,p 0220 (a function is called after220 bytecode
instructions from p 0). We denote the value of the position
of this function call asfunction order, which emulates the
sequential time in a TLS program (Figure 1). We check
if this function previouslyhasbeen speculated by looking
up the value ofprevious[function order]. previous is a
vector where each entry is organized by thefunction order

of the respective function that tells us whether this function
has been speculated on before. If the value is1, then the
function has previously been speculatedunsuccessfully. If
the value is0, then it has not been speculatedor has been
successfully speculated, and we denotethe position of the
function callas a fork point.

If the position of the function callis a fork point, we
do the following; We setthe position of the function call’s
previous[function order] = 1 to make sure that we never
set this as a fork point in the future, in case of a rollback.
We copy the state of the JavaScript engine right before the
fork point, which will be used in case of a rollback. This
state contains the following: The list of previously modified
global values, the list of states from each thread, the content
of the registers, and the content ofprevious.

Then we create a new (or reuse an old) thread which
contains a new Squirrelfishengine. We create auniqueid
for this thread. In addition, we copy the value ofrealtime

from its parent. Wemodify the state of the parent such that
the current instruction is changed from the position of the
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Figure 1. The JavaScript program P0, performs 3 function calls, P01,
P02 and P03. P01 performs two function calls, P011 and P012. Thus, we
have created a speculation tree from the function calls. If we traverse this
tree from left to right, we get an order in which the functionsare called,
equal to the order that the functions would be sequentially called. More
specific: P0 at time 1, P01 at time 2, P011 at time 3, P012 at time4, P02
at time 5, and P03 at time 6. We denote how each function is ordered as
function order.

”function call” bytecode instruction to the position of the
associated ”end of function call bytecode” instruction. In
other words, the parent thread skips the function call and
continues to execute speculatively after the function call.

Now we have two interpreters running asconcurrent
threads, and this process is repeatedfor each function
encountered which could be a suitable candidate for spec-
ulation, thereby allowing nested speculation.If there is a
conflict between two global variables, an incorrect return
value prediction or writing to the DOM tree we perform
a rollback to the point where the speculation started. In
Figure 2, we outline the process of speculation and a
subsequent rollback to restore the execution to a safe state,
i.e., commit orwhere the speculation started.

B. Data dependence violation detection

In order to achieve a correct speculative execution, we
check for write and read conflicts between global variables,
object property id names, and unsuccessful return value
predictions of function calls. Each global variable has a
unique identification,uid, which is either the index of the
global variable or the name of the id in the object property.

When we encountera read or write bytecode instruc-
tion, we check theglobal list variable modification.
This is a list that contains previous reads and writes
for all uids sorted per uid. If the uid is not in
the list, we lock variable modification, insert uid in
variable modification, create a sublist for reads and
writes to thatuid, and insert the type of bytecodeinstruction,
realtime, and function order as the first element of
the sublist. If there were no conflicts between the current
executed bytecode and previous reads and writes of theuid,
we insert an element to the head of the sublist for thisuid

with the type of bytecode,realtime, andfunction order.
Each time we encounter a read or write access to auid,

we evaluate the following cases invariable modification:
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Figure 2. We have illustrated an example of a successful speculation (a)
and an usuccessful one that force us to do a rollback to preserve sequential
semantics (b). In (a) at time1 in thread0 we write the value7 to the
global valuex. At time 2 in thread0 we encounter a function which we
speculate on and it becomes thread1. At time 3, thread0 reads7 from the
global variablex. At time 4 thread1 reads the same variable. At time5 the
function which is thread1, returns and the global variables are committed
back to thread0. In (b) we write7 to x in thread0 at time 1. At time 2

thread0 makes a function calls that becomes thread1. At time 3 thread
0 writes a value5 to global variablex. At time 4 thread1 reads5 from
the variablex. In the sequential case, the function called at time2, the
value of variablex would have been7 at time2, and thread0 would write
5 to x first after the function has returned. This means that thread1 is
squashed, and when we commit the values at time5 we can no longer
ensure sequencial semantics (which is detected outside of the mechanisms
described in section III-B). Therefore at time6, we need to restore the
JavaScript parent to the point before we forked the functionand do not
speculate on this function call.

(i) The current operation is a read, and there is a previous
read to the sameuid. In this case, the order in which
the uid is read does not matter.

(ii) The current operation is a read, and there is a previous
write to the sameuid. In this case, we must check
therealtime and thefunction order for the current
read and the previous write. If a read occured such that
current function order>previous function order

and current realtime<previous realtime then the
execution order of the program is no longer correct
and we must do a rollback.

(iii) The current operation is a write, and there is a
previous read to the sameuid. In this case, we
check the realtime and the function order

from the current write and the previous read. If
current function order>previous function order

andcurrent realtime<previous realtime, then the
execution order of the program is no longer correct
and we must do a rollback.

(iv) The current operation is a write, and there is a pre-



vious write to the sameuid. We need to do a roll-
back if the current write happens before the previous
write in realtime and they have the other order in
function order, or if the order of thewrite happens
after the previous write inrealtime but before the
previous write infunction order.

C. Rollback

Cases (ii), (iii), and (iv) force us to do a rollback to ensure
program correctnessglobally. We also do rollbacks if we
write to the DOM tree. After a rollback, the program is re-
executedfrom a point before the function was speculated.
At this point information for relevant threads are extracted,
e.g.,previous at this point, the number of associated threads
at this point, the values of the associated registers, the
values of the global variables and id are restored for the
associated threads, the value ofprevious (with the index of
this failed speculation set to1), and the variable conflicts in
variable modification.

Even though we have a set of threads that are supposed
to be active, there might be threads after the rollback that
are not associated with the current state of the TLS system.
Therefore, we need to recursively go through the threads and
their child threads that are now part of the active state. The
resulting list contains the threads which are necessary in the
current state of execution. The remainder of the threads and
their associated interpreter are stopped and set to an idle
statefor later reuse.

D. Commit

When a speculative thread reaches its end of execution,
its modifications of global variables and object property
ids need to be committed back to its parent thread.The
commit cannot be completed before child threads from this
thread have returned and have committed their values back
to their parent thread.These threads are denoted as child
threads, and their updates to global variables and object
property ids are to be committed to the current thread.If the
associated JavaScript function has a return value, which we
fail to predict correctly, or if executing the function causes
violations to the sequential semantics, we have to rollback.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

We have selected15 web applicationsfrom the Alexa
list [12] of most visited web applications. We selected
popular web applicationsto cover different types ofweb
applications, while making sure that these were being used
by a reasonably large group of users. The selected applica-
tions along with short descriptions are found in Table I.

We have defined and recorded a set of use-cases for the
selectedweb applicationswhere the use-cases are intended
to exhibit example usage and then executed them in WebKit.
To enhance reproducibility, we use the AutoIt scripting

Application Description
Google Search engine
Facebook Social network
YouTube Online video service
Wikipedia Online community driven encyclopedia
Blogspot Blogging social network
MSN Community service from Microsoft
LinkedIn Professional social network
Amazon Online book store
Wordpress Framework behind blogs
Ebay Online auction and shopping site
Bing Search engine from Microsoft
Imdb Online movie database
Myspace Social network
BBC News paper for BBC
Gmail Online web client from Google

Table I
L IST OF WEB APPLICATIONSUSED IN THIS STUDY, LISTED FROM THE

MOST POPULAR(GOOGLE) TO LEAST POPULAR(GMAIL ) BUT ALL
WITHIN THE TOP100 WEB APPLICATIONS[12].

environment [13] to automatically execute the various use-
cases in a controlled fashion. The methodology for the
experiments is described in [7].

All experiments are conducted on a system running
Ubuntu10.04 and equipped with dual quad-core processors
(i.e., in total 8 cores) and16 GB main memory. We have
measured the execution time of the JavaScript execution
performed in the JavaScript engine. We executed each use
case ten times and take the median of the results for
comparison.

To validate the correctness of our TLS implementation we
have done the following: We have compared the executed
bytecode instructions with the committed bytecode instruc-
tions in our TLS implementation and compared the return
values and the written values against the sequential execution
trace.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Speedup withTLS and JIT

We compare the JavaScript execution times of a set of
web applicationswith TLS, the Google V8 JIT engine, or the
JIT enabled Squirrelfish engine to the sequential execution
time on the unmodified interpreted Squirrelfish engine, as in
Equation 1.

Texe(sequential execution time)

Texe(with TLS or with JIT or with Google V 8)
(1)

In Figure 3 we see that:

• TLS always decreases the execution time
• The Squirrelfish JIT based engine increases the execu-

tion time for 10 out of 15 cases (similar to the results
in [14])

• The Google V8 JIT engine increases the execution time
for 8 out of 15 cases



YouTube executes up to8.4 times faster than the sequential
execution on a dual quad core computer when TLS is
enabled. We have verified that the superlinear speedupis due
to cache effects. This makes sense by looking at the large
number of threads and low number of rollbacks (Table II).
We see that a large number of speculations and a low
number of rollbacks are typical for all15 web applications.
However, the improved execution time varies between the
web applications.

B. General execution behavior

In Table II we have collected a set of numbers related to
the execution behavior of a set ofweb applicationswhen
we use TLS.

The results show that we are able to speculate on a very
large number of JavaScript functions for all theweb appli-
cationsexcept Wikipedia, and in most cases we speculate
well over a thousand times. This indicates that there is a
high potential parallelism inweb applications, which is in
line with [9]. We also observe that thenumber of rollbacks
during execution is small as compared to the number of
speculations. In general, we speculate a large number of
times for each rollback. For 13 out of 15web applications
we speculate between 16 and 92 times for each rollback.

We have measured the largest number of functions that
are executed concurrently during the execution, i.e., the
maximum number of threads. We observe that in general we
are able to execute a large number of threads concurrently,
e.g.,7 of theweb applicationsexecute morethan50 threads
concurrently. We have also measured the deepest nesting
speculation during execution, i.e., themaximum speculation
depth. Our results show no obvious relationship between the
maximum speculation depth and the maximum number of
threads.

Theaverage depthshows the depth of the recursive search
when we complete the execution of a speculated function
(either after a rollback or when we commit the result of the
execution of a function). In order to find the information to
evict, we need to do a recursive search in the speculation
tree, and we have measured the average depth for these
searches. We have not observed any relationship between
the maximum speculation depth and the average depth we
need to search to remove information.

Finally, we have measured theaverage memory usage
for storing information during speculation by measuring it
at each rollback. In general, the memory requirementsfor
storing data associated with the speculationare relatively
small, but we have observed high peaks of memory usage
(up to 300 MB).

We know from previousresearch [5], [6], [7] that
JavaScript execution inweb applicationsis to a large ex-
tent event driven, and that these events are visible to the
JavaScript engine as function calls. This behavior is visible
as a large number of function speculations.

Our results indicate that even though there is arisk for
write and read conflicts, these rarely happen for the use
cases. We can see this by a large number of speculations,
and a small number of rollbacks, i.e., the relative number
of speculations over rollbacks is high. Another indicationof
the lack of write and read conflicts is the large number of
threads that we are able to execute concurrently. Due to the
large number of speculations and low number of rollbacks,
we are able to execute a relatively large number of functions
concurrently (maximum number of threads).

From the maximum speculation depth we see that a
large speculation depth does not necessarily mean a large
number of threads. There is also no relationship between
a large search depth and the amount of data we clear out
after a rollback or a commit. We also see that the average
memory usage varies between the cases, and there is no
clear relationship between average memory usage and a large
speculation depth.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

JavaScript is a sequential language and cannot take advan-
tage of multicore processors. Our approach is to dynamically
identify and extract parallelism using Thread-Level Specu-
lation (TLS).

In this paper, we have presented and evaluated an imple-
mentation of TLS in the Squirrelfish JavaScript engine [3].
We speculate at function level and support nested specu-
lation, i.e., a function that is executing speculatively can
create new speculatively executed functions. Our evaluation
is based on15 popularweb applicationsfrom the Alexa top
list [12].

Our TLS implementationimproves the performancefor
all studiedweb applications. In contrast, we found that just-
in-time compilationdecreases the performancefor 10 out of
15 web applications. Our results show that for the selected
web applications, TLS significantly reduces the execution
time. Speedups of up to8.4 timeswere achieved compared
to a sequential execution.The performance improvements
are achieved without modifying any of the JavaScript source
code(thus hiding the details of taking advantage of multicore
processors from the JavaScript programmer). Our results
show a large number of speculations with few rollbacks.

We havealso evaluatedhow nested speculation works.
The maximum speculation depth ranges from4 (Wikipedia)
to 99 (Wordpress), while the average depth when we search
for data made irrelevant after a rollback or a commit goes
up to 9.16 (Facebook). Our results indicatethat we can
find a large number of function calls, which will be a
suitable workload for TLS. Further,nested speculation is
important in order to find a sufficient number of suitable
functions for speculation, and thus achieving a high degree
of dynamic parallelism. Since speculation requires the state
of the JavaScript engine to be stored at the speculation point,
the memory overhead sometimes can be large.
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SIDEBAR: THREAD-LEVEL SPECULATION PRINCIPLES

TLS aims to dynamically extract parallelism from a
sequential program. This can be done both in hardware,
e.g., [1], [2], [3], and software, see sidebar “Software-
Based Thread-Level Speculation”.Two main approaches
exist: Loop level parallelism and method level speculation.

Loop level is a popular approachwhere each loop iteration
is assigned to a thread. Then, we can (ideally) execute as
many iterations in parallel as we have processors. However
there are limitations, data dependencies may limit the num-
ber of iterations that can be executed in parallel. Further,the
memory requirements and run-time overhead for detecting
data dependencies can be considerable.

In method level we try to execute each function call
as a thread. With this approach, in addition to loop level
parallism we need to correctly predict the return values
when we speculate and the writes and reads that cause the
speculative program to violate sequential semantics. The last
two are typically detected when the values associated with
two function calls are commited back to its parent thread.

Between twospeculative threadswe can have three types
of data dependencies:Read-After-Write(RAW), Write-After-
Read(WAR), andWrite-After-Write(WAW). A TLS imple-
mentation must be able to detect these dependencies during
run-time using information about read and write addresses
from each loop iteration. A key design parameter for a TLS
system isprecision of what granularity it can detect data
dependency violations.

When a data dependency violation is detected, the ex-
ecution must be aborted and rolled back to a safe point
in the execution. Thus, all TLS systems need a rollback
mechanism. In order to be able to do rollbacks, we need to
store both speculative updates of data as well as the original
data values. As a result, the book-keeping related to this



functionality results in both memory overhead as well as
run-time overhead. In order for TLS systems to be efficient,
the number of rollbacks should be low.

A key design parameter for a TLS system is the data
structures used to track and detect data dependence vio-
lations. The more precise tracking of data dependencies,
the more memory overhead is required. Unfortunately, one
effect of imprecise dependence detection is the risk of a
false-positive violation, i.e., when a dependence violation
is detected when no actual (true) dependence violation is
present. As a result, unnecessary rollbacks need to be done,
which decreases the performance. TLS implementations can
differ depending on whether they update data speculatively
’in-place’, i.e., moving the old value to a buffer and writing
the new value directly, or in a special speculation buffer.
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SIDEBAR: SOFTWARE-BASED THREAD-LEVEL

SPECULATION

There exist a number of different software-based TLS
proposals, and we review some of the most important ones
here.

Bruening et al. [1] proposed a software-based TLS system
that targets loops where the memory references are stride-
predictable. Further, it is one of the first techniques that
is applicable to while-loops where the loop exit condition
is unknown until the last iteration. They evaluate their
technique on both dense and sparse matrix applications, as
well as on linked-list traversals.

Rundberg and Stenström [2] proposed a TLS implementa-
tion that resembles the behaviour of a hardware-based TLS
system. The main advantage with their approach is that it
tracks data dependencies precisely, thereby minimizing the
number of unnecessary rollbacks caused by false-positive
violations. The downside is the high memory overhead.

Kazi and Lilja developed the course-grained thread
pipelining model [3] exploiting coarse-grained parallelism.
They suggest to pipeline the concurrent execution of loop it-
erations speculatively, using run-time dependence checking.

Bhowmik and Franklin [4] developed a compiler frame-
work for extracting parallel threads from a sequential pro-
gram for execution on a TLS system. They support both
speculative and non-speculative threads, and out-of-order
thread spawning. Further, their work addresses both loop
as well as non-loop parallelism.

Chen and Olukotun [5] have studied how method-level
parallelism can be exploited using speculative techniques.
The idea is to speculatively execute method calls in parallel
with code after the method call. Their techniques are imple-
mented in the Java runtime parallelizing machine (Jrpm).

Picket and Verbrugge [6] developed SableSpMT, a frame-
work for method-level speculation and return value predic-
tion in Java programs. Their solution is implemented in a
Java Virtual Machine, called SableVM, and thus works at
the bytecode level.

Oancea et al. [7] present a novel software-based TLS pro-
posal that supports in-place updates. Further, their proposal
has a low memory overhead with a constant instruction
overhead, at the price of slightly lower precision in the
dependence violation detection mechanism. However, the
scalability of their approach is superior due to the fact that
they avoid serial commits of speculative values, which in
many other proposals limit the scalability.

Mickens et al. introduce Crom [8], a JavaScript spec-
ulation engine. Crom rewrite event handles to speculative
ones and execute them in a cloned browser context. Crom is
implemented in a JavaScript library and runs on unmodified
JavaScript engines. Speculative event handlers are mainly
executed when the main execution thread is idle.

Mehrara et al. have addressed how to utilize multicore sys-
tems in JavaScript engines [9] as wellas alightweight spec-



ulation mechanism for dynamic parallelization of JavaScript
applications [10]. However, their studies have a different
approach as well as a different target than we have. They
target mainly loop parallelization, and target trace-based JIT-
compiled JavaScript code where the most common execution
flow is compiled into an execution trace. Then, runtime
checks (guards) are inserted to check whether control flow
etc. is still valid for the trace or not. They execute the
runtime checks (guards) in parallel with the main execute
flow (trace).
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